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From one bow tie to family business
B Y OL G A R U D E N KO
RUDENKO@KYIVPOST.COM

What happens when you can’t buy
something that you crave? Most often,
the idea just gets abandoned.
But Dmytro Kryvolap, 28, didn’t
give up easily when he decided this
spring that he couldn’t live without a
tie. What he got out of it is a flourishing business.
“I went shopping for a bow tie, but
Kyiv shops only had some black or
white bow ties, most of them polyester, of lousy quality,” Kryvolap says. “I
wanted a bow tie with an interesting
pattern, and there was nothing like that
in shops.”
Instead of dropping the idea,
fe Tetiana, who
Kryvolap asked his wife
ng, to make
knew a bit about sewing,
ns were
one for him. Patterns
easy to find online. Thee problem was they could nott make
bric to
up their mind what fabric
choose out of about 7,000
-based
types offered by a U.S.-based
e.
website for the purpose.
ere
“The fabrics were
really beautiful and we
ne or
couldn’t just choose one
nough
two. So we ordered enough
es, and
to make 100 bow ties,
ke some
thought we would make
for Dima and sell the others,”
says Tetiana Kryvolap.
Since they weren’t very optimistic about potential sales of
Unlike most of Kyiv shops,
Churchill offers colorful,
flowery bow ties. (Kostyantyn
Chernichkin)

the accessory, the couple thought they
would give them to friends as presents
as a last resort. But they were very
wrong indeed.
Four months on, the Kryvolaps are
happy owners of a successful startup,
having sold 150 bow ties in three
months.
The first sale came on May 4, just 10
days after their funky fabrics arrived
from the U.S. Predictably, the customers came through the social networks
– a typical first order for modern-day
startups.
By now, the couple have a website bowtie.com.ua, offering dozens
of colorful bow ties in four designs.
They decided to pick Churchill as their
brand name, making a reference to
the famous British prime minister
and lover of bo
bow ties Winston
Churchill.
Their onl
online catalog carries picture
pictures of all bow ties
on offer, with
w
individual
numbers an
and descriptions.
There are cclassic bow ties,
as well as la
large and narrow
ones, and even bow ties
with poin
pointed ends. They
all sell ffor Hr 280 per
piece. The Kryvolaps say
that income from their new
business already
al
makes up
half of thei
their family budget.
Dmytro says Hr 280
price is a bit more than
bow ties cost in regular
Kyiv store
stores, but is compensated by much higher
quality of Churchill produced bo
bow ties. Online

Tetiana Kryvolap cuts fabrics
for another bow tie while her
husband Dmytro Kryvolap helps
her. (Kostyantyn Chernichkin)

shops and auctions like Ebay offer bow
ties that start from just two dollars for
polyester bow ties shipped from China
and go up to $296 for vintage designer
items.
Most of modern bow ties, offered
online, are ready-tied, while Kryvolaps
only produce old-fashioned “tie-it-yourself” bow ties.
“It’s a matter of good taste. Gentlemen
must know how to tie a bow tie,” says
Dmytro.
Happy customers have sent them
a number of photos, featuring trendy
look, complete with somewhat eccentric bow ties. In one photo, a customer
named Vladimir is pictured with a delicate flowery bow tie with pointed ends,
and is quoted as saying that he was
“looking for a bow tie for a long time,
a quality and interesting one, with its

own soul. And thanks to you, the wish
came true.”
There is a picture of a female customer from Belarus wearing a bow tie
over a jeans shirt, and a customer from
Simferopol boasting six different ties by
the Kryvolaps.
The couple sell three accessories
per day on average. All of them are
shipped in custom boxes carrying the
brand name and logo designed by a
freelancer.
But the actual sewing and processing of orders is done by the couple on
their own. Tetyana makes the bow ties,
using an old Soviet sewing machine,
while Dmytro takes care of the rest.
“When the business picked, I suggested that we buy a modern machine,
but Tanya refused,” Dmytro says. “I’ve
got so used to this one,” Tetiana smiles

in response.
With some bow ties made up and
waiting for new owners, Tetiana only
works for three hours several times a
week. She expects more work coming
as the winter collection is getting ready.
Some of the bow ties will be made out
of high quality wool, and will be more
expensive than the current lot.
Apart from online clients, the
Kryvolaps sell their accessories though
Be In Trend shop in Kyiv and a showroom in Moscow, which has sold about
30 bow ties since taking them up in
early July.
Only half of their customers are
male. “But we have never had a woman
over 30 years buying a bow tie. Men
over 30 are not rare though,” Dmytro
says.
Seeing people on the streets wearing bow ties is still rare, but they have
made their way into fashion blogs and
photo shoots. Some of them feature on
the Kryvolaps’ website, showing off the
ties. The couple’s next step is adding
classical ties to their collection, in a
little while.
Kyiv Post staff writer Olga Rudenko
can be reached at rudenko@kyivpost.
com.
WHERE TO FIND:
Dmytro Kryvolap and his wife, Tetiana,
run Churchill’s bow-tie shop online
at bowtie.com.ua, offering dozens of
colorful bow ties in four designs. They
also sell their wares at the Be in trend!
Shop, 4a Verkhniy Val St., office 205206, in Kyiv. They can be reached at
+38-068-700-7743 and email bowtie.
kiev@gmail.com.
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How to place an Employment Ad in the

Kyiv Post

Place

your vacancy

in the paper's
Employment section
and get your vacancy
duplicated at

www.kyivpost.com

For 500 UAH
for a week

Prices for ads (UAH)
Size (mm)

B&W

Color

Size (mm)

B&W

Color

15 boxes 13 125 17 500
3 boxes
260×179,5
49,2×179,5

2 750

3 666

8 boxes
207,3×118

7 000

9 333

2 boxes
102×56,5

1 833

2 444

4 boxes
102x118

3 666

4 888

1 boxes
49,2×56,5

916

1 222

By Phone or E-mail (from 9 a.m. to 6p.m. Ask for Elena Grysiuk)
Tel. +380 44 353 9024, e-mail: grysiuk@kyivpost.com
All prices are given without VAT.
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International School
From Kindergarten to University...
Now Enrolling...

by native speakers
in English, Ukrainian
and Russian

In business, how you say it is
everything. We guarantee the
professionalism of our work.

Kindergarten (Aged 2 years +) Primary School & Secondary School
Tel: 468-22-71 Tel: / 044-434-88-80 Fax: 044- 463-50-03
www.sadok.mischool.com.ua Mobile: +380 63 267 84 99
www.mischool.com.ua

The Kyiv Post has access to some of the most accomplished language specialists in Ukraine.

P’titCREF

We are offering their talents to your company to produce more professional documents,
newsletters, releases and other materials on a timely basis. If you are a professional firm,
your company materials must be as polished as possible. Monthly fees start as low as
3,500 hryvnia per month.

International
Trilingual Preschool
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You may also purchase photos by the Kyiv Post photographers.

Enrolment for the school year 2012 - 2013
The amount of places is limited
Teaching in English, French and Ukrainian
Classes for ages 2 through 7 years
All teachers native-speakers of English or French

Located near Maidan Nezalezhnosti
Class size limited, so call soon

The Kyiv Post Commercial Department

5/24, Irynynska street, Kyiv
Tel.: +(38) 044 22 144 22; +(38) 050 448 46 46
www.ptitcref.com; kiev@ptitcref.com

Call Kateryna Kalendruz, Special Projects Coordinator +380 50 311 3804 or e-mail: kalendruz@kyivpost.com
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Lawyer
Legal advisory, documents
preparation, litigation on private and
corporate issues.
English, Russian, Ukrainian – fluent.
E-mail: attorney_ua@ukr.net
Tel.:+38 095 684 4337

THE TRILINGUAL NURSERY
ENGLISH FRENCH RUSSIAN/UKRAINIAN

Offshore company and
Tax planning.
+380 44 362 87 10
www.gcgroup.com.ua

For fast and efficient registration of
offshore and onshore companies
in BVI, Belize, Nevis, Cyprus, and
England contact Hardington Services Ltd
- the corporate services provider
Tel. +38 097 834 0000
E-mail: info@hardington.com.ua
Web: www.hardington.com.ua

Company formation,
Accountancy
+380 44 578 27 10
www.yesbusiness.com.ua

English-speaking driver
with own business class car
096 353-06-54
Alex
k-senya76@mail.ru
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